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International Children Day 

COVID-19 recovery and children in Cambodia:  
Time to give them back their childhood 

 
Almost a year and a half after the first case of COVID-19 was identified in Cambodia, several recent studies1 show that 
the pandemic, step by step, has deprived children from their most essential rights and put their childhood on hold. Over 
the last 15 months, children first have been required to stay home by school closure and other restrictions, losing their 
daily routine and becoming isolated from their friends, teachers and relatives. Beyond the loneliness, they have had to 
battle growing fears and stress. Fear for their health and the health of their family as the country was going through several 
episodes of community transmission. Fear for their future career as schools were intermittently closed from March 2020 
until today. Fear of falling behind as many have had to face multiple challenges to study remotely. Stress as they saw their 
parents and relatives losing their income and struggling to cover their living expenses. Several surveys also show that 
domestic violence has increased during the pandemic and children have had a reduced access to social services to find 
support.   

It may be difficult for many parents and caregivers to talk to their children and to reassure them in the middle of a difficult 
third wave and as economic difficulties are piling up for many. However, as dark as the current days may seem to be, some 
signs should give us hope that the pandemic could be defeated in the near future. With around 23% of the adult population 
vaccinated at least once, Cambodia has the second most successful vaccination campaign in the region. Data from countries 
that have achieved a high level of vaccination is also very encouraging. In these countries, transmission and the number of 
deaths are falling, showing that vaccines work. In this context, we believe it is time to think about the other battle that 
lays ahead. For many children in Cambodia, “back to normal” will require more than defeating COVID-19. It will require 
to also defeat its potentially durable impact on learning, poverty and mental health. Our organizations have regularly 
conducted a series of surveys and dialogues with children to ask them about the impact of COVID-19 on their lives and 
their hopes for the recovery of the country. From those, three priorities identified by children look critical if we want to 
give them back their childhood. 

The first priority is to reopen schools, with the aim to provide the best education to as many children as possible, while 
also mitigating local Covid-19 risk levels. Despite the efforts of all relevant stakeholders, several surveys found that around 
one third of children are not continuing to learn during school closure. The ones that continue learning only study for a 
few hours a week and in very difficult conditions. "Online learning is not easy. I cannot catch up with the lesson when the 
teacher explains and after class no one can explain to me more" said Ravy, a 14 year old girl from Mondulkiri. The Royal 
Government of Cambodia is currently working on a plan for the progressive safe reopening of schools. It is critical to 
finalize this plan and implement it as soon as it is safe to do so, especially as more than 85% of the educational staff and 
teachers have been vaccinated. Beyond this, all stakeholders will need to come together by the beginning of the next 

                                                             
1 For more details, see the MoEYS, UNICEF and Save the Children Joint Education Need Assessment, 
https://www.unicef.org/cambodia/media/4296/file/Cambodia%20COVID-19%20Joint%20Education%20Needs%20Assessment.pdf 
or World Vision’s Survey on the Impact on Vulnerable Households, 
https://www.unicef.org/cambodia/media/4296/file/Cambodia%20COVID-19%20Joint%20Education%20Needs%20Assessment.pdf 
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school year to implement a strong enrolment campaign to bring back children to schools. It will require a mix of new 
measures, such as scholarship programs to support students at risk of dropping out, remedial classes to support students 
who had stopped learning during school closure, etc. This effort to contain school dropout will have to be sustained until 
the economy has fully recovered, as the economic hardship that many families are facing will continue to put children at 
risk of dropout, child labor and child marriage.  

The second priority is to ensure that the most vulnerable families are supported financially. Too many people have lost 
their job or seen their income reduced over the last 15 months. "My family has no income, only expenses and we now 
owe a lot of money" said Sophal, a 17 year old boy from Mondulkiri. According to a recent survey conducted by World 
Vision, only 50% of the respondents reported being able to fully cover their food expenses. To cope, they have had to 
take on new debts or to sell their productive assets and there is a risk that this increased economic precarity will continue 
to generate food insecurity beyond the pandemic. To address this, it will be important to continue the social assistance 
programs that were started during the pandemic until the economy has fully recovered. Beyond this, it is likely that the 
most marginalized families would need to be targeted with additional nutrition, food security and livelihood programs to 
mitigate the effects of the large loss of jobs in the country.  

The third priority is to address the consequences of the pandemic on the mental health state of the children. “I am worried 
about falling behind in my studies and that my family could be infected with COVID-19,” said Kunthea, a 12 year old girl 
from Kampong Chhnang. Significant investment in social inclusion and broader protection services, as well as tailored 
programs will be needed to ensure that mental health services are available for the most vulnerable children and their 
families. Prolonged isolation and stress have taken their toll and could lead to long term reduced confidence, insecurity 
and social withdrawal, even after restrictions are lifted and the pandemic has been defeated.  

Through these priorities, Cambodia can put the development and learning of children at the center of the recovery plan 
and should be able to defeat not only the pandemic but its potential long term impact on children.  
 

NOTE TO EDITOR 

What is Joining Forces? Joining Forces is a global coalition of the leading independent child-focused NGOs, united to 
advocate for renewed commitment to achieving the rights of all children. We advocate for all governments to 
demonstrate their support for internationally agreed standards for children’s rights, and in particular to back the UN 
Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). 
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បទវចិរណកថរមួ 
ទិវកុមរអន្រជតិ  

ដំណកក់លសត រេឡីង/ញពីជមងឱក7ូដ-១៩ និងកមុរេនកមពុជ៖ 

ដលេ់ពលរតូវរបគលក់មុរភពឱយកមុរ/ញេហីយ 

 
ករសិកសថមីៗមយួចំនួន1 បងហ ញថរបមណជជិតមយួឆន កំនលះ បនទ បពី់ករណីទី១ៃនជមងកូឺវដី-១៩រតូវបន រកេឃញេន
របេទសកមពុជ ជំងឺរតតបតសកលេនះបនតិចមតងៗបនដកហូតនូវសិទធិជមូលដឋ នដសំ៏ខន ់បំផុតេចញពីកុមរ និងេធវឱយ
កុមរភពរបស់ពួកេគេនរទឹង។ កនុងរយៈេពល១៥ ែខដំបូង កុមររតូវបនតរមូវឱយេនផទះេដយសរករបិទសលេរៀន 
និងកររតឹតបតិេផសងៗេទៀតែដលនឱំយបតប់ងទ់មល ប ់របចៃំថង និងឃល តឆង យពីមតិតភកតិ រគូ និងសចញ់តិ។ េលសពីភព
ឯេក ពួកេគរតូវ     របយុទធរបឆងំនឹងភពភយ័ខល ច និងភពតនតឹងែដលកំពុងែតេកនេឡង។ ពួកេគភយ័ខល ចពីបញហ
សុខភពែដលអចេកតេឡងេលខលួន និងរគួសរ របស់ពួកេគ េនេពលែដលរបេទសកំពុងជួបរបទះករណីឆលងសហគមន៍
ជបនតបនទ ប។់ ពួកេគកភ៏យ័រពួយពីមុខរបរ របស់ខលួននេពលអនគតេរពះែតសលេរៀនរតូវបនបិទជបនតបនទ បច់ប់
តងំពីែខមនី ឆន ២ំ០២០រហូតមកដល់ៃថងេនះ។ ពួកេគកម៏នករភយ័ខល ចេរៀនមនិទនេ់គ េដយសរមនបញហ របឈម
ជេរចនពកព់ន័ធនឹងករេរៀនសូរតពីចមង យ     ។ បញហ តនតឹង េនេពលែដលពួកេគបនេឃញឪពុកមត យ និងសចញ់តិ
រគួសរបតប់ងរ់បកចំ់ណូល និងមនករលំបកកនុងករចំណយេលកររស់េន។ ករសទងម់តិកប៏នបងហ ញផងែដរថ 
អំេពហិងសកនុងរគួសរ បនេកនេឡងកនុងកំឡុងេពលមនជមងរឺតតបត េហយលទធភពែដលកុមរអចែសវងរកេសវគរំទ
រតូវបនកតប់នថយ      ។   

វអចជេរឿងពិបកែដលឪពុកមត យ និងអណពយបលជេរចននិយយធនចំេពះកូនៗពួកេគកនុងករេដះរសយ
បញហ េនះ ជពិេសសកនុងសថ នភពៃនករឆលងជសហគមនជ៍េលកទី៣េនះ រសបេពលែដលបញហ េសដឋកិចចរបស់ពួកេគក៏
មនករេកនេឡងេរចនែថមេទៀត។ េទះបីជសថ នភពបចចុបបននហកបី់ដូចជេនងងឹតកពិ៏តែមន ប៉ុែនតកម៏នសញញ ខលះ     
ែដលផតល់កតីសងឃមឹដល់េយងថជមងរឺតតបតេនះអចនឹងរតូវបនកមច តប់តន់េពលខងមុខេនះ។ ជមយួនឹងអរត
របែហល ២៣ភគរយៃនពលរដឋេពញវយ័របស់ខលួនបនចកវ៉់កសំ់ងយ៉ងេហចណស់មតងរចួេហយ កមពុជជរបេទស
                                                             
1 សរមប់ព័តម៌នបែនថម៖ ករវយតំៃលរួមពីតរមូវករកិចចករងរអប់រ ំេដយរកសួងអបរ់យំុវជននិងកីឡ អងគករUNCEF និងអងគករស
េរងគ ះកុមរ https://www.unicef.org/cambodia/media/4296/file/Cambodia%20COVID-
19%20Joint%20Education%20Needs%20Assessment.pdf 
ឬ ករសទង់មតិរបស់អងគករទសសនៈពិភពេលក េលផលបះ៉ពល់របសរ់គួសរងយរងេរគះ https://www.wvi.org/sites/default/files/2021-
05/Survey%20on%20the%20Impact%20of%20COVID-19%20on%20Vulnerable%20Households%20in%20Cambodia.pdf 
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ែដលឈរេនលំដបទី់២កនុងចំេណមរបេទសែដលេជគជយ័បំផុតកនុងតំបនស់រមបយុ់ទធនករចកវ៉់កកូ់វដី-១៩។ 
របយករណ៍ពីបណត របេទសែដលពលរដឋភគេរចនបនទទួលករចកវ៉់កសំ់ងកូវដី-១៩ កជ៏េរឿងលអសរមបេ់លកទឹក
ចិតតដល់របេទសដៃទែដរ។  េនកនុងរបេទសទងំេនះ ករឆលងនិងចំនួនអនកសល បកំ់ពុងធល កចុ់ះែដលបងហ ញថ វ៉កសំ់ងមន
របសិទធភព។ កនុងបរបិទេនះ ពួកេយងេជឿជកថ់វដល់េពលែដលរតូវគិតដល់សមរភូមមិយួេទៀតែដលចេំយងនេពល
ខងមុខ។ សរមបកុ់មរជេរចនេនកមពុជ “ករវលិរកភពរបរកតីវញិ” អចនឹងរតូវករកិចចរបឹងែរបងេរចនជងកររបយុទធ
របឆងំនឹងជមងកូឺវដី-១៩េទេទៀត ែដលកនុងេនះរមួមនកររបយុទធនឹងផលបះ៉ពល់ែដលអចមនរយៈេពលែវង េលករ
សិកសេរៀនសូរត ភពរកីរក និងសុខភពផលូវចិតត។ អងគកររបស់េយងទងំអស់គន  ថមីៗេនះ បនេធវករសទងម់តិ និងករ
សនទនជបនតបនទ បជ់មយួកុមរជេរចន េដមបសួីរនពួំកេគអំពីផលបះ៉ពល់ៃនជមងកូឺវដី-១៩ េទេលជីវតិ និងកតីសងឃមឹ
របស់ពួកេគេទេលករសត ររបេទសេឡងវញិ។ តមរយៈករសនទនេនះ  ចំណុចអទិភពចំនួន៣ រតូវបនកំណតេ់ដយ
កុមរ េហយជចំណុចដសំ៏ខនបំ់ផុត របសិនេបេយងចងផ់តល់កុមរភពេទឱយពួកេគវញិ។ 

អទិភពទីមយួគឺករេបកសលេរៀនេឡងវញិ។ េទះបីជមនករខិតខំរបឹងែរបងពីរគបភ់គីពកព់ន័ធកេ៏ដយ កក៏រសទង់
មតិជេរចនបនេលកេឡងថកុមររបែហល ១ភគ៣ មនិបនបនតករេរៀនសូរតកនុងេពលបិទសលេរៀន េនះេទ។ អនក
ែដលបនតករេរៀនសូរតេនះ កេ៏រៀនបនែតពីរបីេម៉ងកនុងមយួសបត ហ៍ និងសថិតកនុងសថ នភពលំបកខល ងំ។ “រ៉វ”ី កុមរអយុ 
១៤ ឆន មំកពីេខតតមណឌ លគីរបីននិយយថ៖“ករេរៀនតមអុីនធឺណិតមនិងយរសលួេទ។ ខញុ ំមនិអចចបយ់កេមេរៀន

បនេទេនេពលរគពូនយល់ េហយដល់េពលេម៉ងចបថ់ន ក ់កគ៏ម ននរណមន កអ់ចពនយល់ខញុ ំបនេទៀតេទ”។ បចចុបបនន រជ
រដឋ ភបិលកមពុជកំពុងេរៀបចំែផនករសរមបក់រេបកសលេរៀនេឡងវញិរបកបេដយសុវតថិភព។ ជករចបំចណ់ស់
កនុងករសេរមចបញចបែ់ផនករេនះ េហយអនុវតត     ឱយបនឆបរ់ហ័ស និងមនសុវតថិភពតមែតអច     េធវេទបន ជ
ពិេសសេនេពលែដលបុគគលិកវស័ិយអបរ់ជំង ៨៥ភគរយបនទទួលករចកវ៉់កសំ់ងរចួរល់េហយេនះ។ េលសពីេនះ
េទេទៀត អនកពកព់ន័ធទងំអស់នឹងរតូវចូលរមួជមយួគន េនេដមឆន សិំកសបនទ ប ់េដមបអីនុវតតយុទធនករចុះេឈម ះចូលេរៀន
េដយសរសកស់រសំ េដមបនីកុំមរមកកនស់លេរៀនវញិ។ វតរមូវឱយមនវធិនករចរមុះ ដូចជកមមវធីិអហរបូករណ៍
េដមបគីរំទដល់សិសសែដលមនហនិភយ័នឹងេបះបងេ់ចលករសិកស វគគសិកសេដមបគីរំទដល់សិសសែដលបនឈប់
េរៀនកនុងកំឡុងេពលបិទសលេរៀន -ល-។ កិចចរបឹងែរបង     េដមបទីបទ់ល់នឹងករេបះបងក់រសិកសនឹងរតូវមនរហូតដល់
េសដឋកិចចបនសត រេពញេលញេឡងវញិ ែដលកនលងមក ភពលំបកែផនកេសដឋកិចចបនេធវឱយបះ៉ពល់ដល់រគួសរជេរចន 
និងែដលេធវឱយកុមររបឈមនឹងហនិភយ័ៃនករេបះបងេ់ចលករសិកស ពលកមមកុមរ និងេរៀបអពហ៍ពិពហ៍េនវយ័
កុមរ។  

ទីពីរ គួរែតធនថមនករគរំទែផនកហិរញញ វតថុចំេពះរគួសរែដលងយរងេរគះបំផុត។ កនុងរយៈេពល១៥      ែខកនលងមក
េនះ មនុសសជេរចនបនបតប់ងក់រងរ ឬថយចុះនូវរបកចំ់ណូល។ កុមរេឈម ះ សុផលែដលមន អយុ ១៧  ឆន  ំមក
ពីេខតតមណឌ លគីរ ីបនឱយដឹងថ  “រគសួររបស់ខញុ ំមនិមនចំណូលអវីេទ មនែតករចំណយ េហយេយងបនជំពករ់បក់

ជេរចន” ។ េយងតមលទធផលៃនករសទងម់តិរបស់អងគករទសសនៈពិភពេលកថមីៗេនះបងហ ញថ មនែត ៥០ ភគរយ 
ៃនអនកែដលចូលរមួេឆលយសំណួរបនរបបថ់ពួកេគមនលទធភពទងំរសុងកនុងករចំណយេលៃថលអហរហូបចុក។ េដមប ី
ទបទ់ល់នឹងសថ នភពេនះពួកគតរ់តូវខចីបំណុលថមី ឬលករ់ទពយសមបតតិែដលនូវមនផលិតភព។ មយង៉វញិ អសថិរភពេសដឋ
កិចចែដលកំពុងេកនេឡងេនះ អចនឹងបងកឱយមនហនិភយ័េទេលសនតិសុខេសបៀង បនទ បពី់កររតតបតៃនជមងដឺក៏ចស
ហវេនះ។ េដមបេីដះរសយបញហ េនះ អវីែដលសំខនេ់នះគឺរតូវបនតកមមវធីិជំនួយសងគមែដលបនចបេ់ផតមកនុងអំឡុងេពល



មនជមងរឺតតបតដក៏ចសហវេនះ រហូតដល់េសដឋកិចចអចដំេណ រករជធមមត   វញិ។ េលសពីេនះេទេទៀតេនះ រតូវ
យកចិតតទុកដកចំ់េពះរគួសរ ែដលងយទទួលរងេរគះបំផុតែដលរតូវករ អហរបូតថមភ េសបៀង និងកមមវធីិចិញច ឹមជីវតិ
បែនថម េដមបកីតប់នថយ ផលបះ៉ពល់ធំបំផុតៃនករបតប់ងក់រងរេនកនុងរបេទស។ 

ចំនុចអទិភពទីបី គបបេីដះរសយនូវផលបះ៉ពល់ៃនកររកីរយដលនូវជមងរឺតតបតេនះេទេលសុខភពផលូវចិតត របស់
កុមរ។ កុមរេីឈម ះ គនធ  ែដលមនអយុ ១២  ឆន  ំ រស់េនេខតតកំពងឆ់ន ងំ បនឱយដឹងថ “ខញុ ំរពយួបរមភអំពីករេរៀនមនិ
ទនេ់គ និងករែដលរគសួរខញុ ំអចនឹងឆលងជមងកូឺវដី-១៩”។ ករវនិិេយគជចបំចេ់លបរយិបន័សងគម េសវកមមគពំរ
សងគម និងកមមវធីិមនសរៈសំខនដ់ៃទេទៀត រតូវេធវេឡង េដមបធីនបននូវករផតល់េសវសុខភពផលូវចិតតសរមបកុ់មរ 
និងរគួសររបស់កុមរងយរងេរគះ។ ករអូសបនល យឱយមនភពឯេក និងភពតនតឹងអចបងកឱយមនផលបះ៉ពល់រ
យៈេពលែវងដូចជ បណត លឱយ បតប់ងទំ់នុកចិតត អសុវតថិភព និងករផត ច ់     ខលួនេចញពីសងគម េទះបីជកររបយុទធ
របឆងំនឹងជមងរឺតតបតេនះបនបញចបក់េ៏ដយ។ 

តមចំណុចអទិភពែដលបនេលកេឡងខងេល របេទសកមពុជគួរដកក់រអភវិឌឍ និងករេរៀនសូរតរបស់កុមរេទកនុង
ចំណុចសនូលៃនែផនករករសត រេឡងវញិ ែដលមនិរតឹមែតសរមបក់ររបយុទធរបឆងំនឹងជមងឆឺលងេនះប៉ុេណណ ះេទ ែថមទងំ
េដមបជីមនះផលបះ៉ពល់រយៈេពលែវងរបស់វផងែដរ។ 

កំណតស់មគ ល់សរមបក់រនិីពនធ៖      អវីេទជJoining Force?   Joining Force គ"ជសមព័នធភពសកលៃនអងគករមិនែមនរដឋ ភិ
បលឯករជយែដលេផត តសំខន់េលកុមរេដយរបួរមួ កនុងករែសវងរកមតិគំរទ េដមបសីេរមចបននូវសិទធិរបស់កុមរទំងអស។់ េយង
ែសវងរកមតិគំរទជមួយ រដឋ ភិបលទំងអស់បងហ ញករគំរទរបស់ពួកគត់ចំេពះបទដឋ នអនតរជតិែដលបនរពមេរពៀងជអនតរជតិ

សរមប់សិទធិកុមរជពិេសសគំរទអនុសញញ របស់អងគករសហរបជជតិសតីពីសិទធិកុមរ (CRC) ។ 
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